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Abstract
This report is concerned with a robust computation for geometric predicates, espe-
cially, $3D$ orientation problem. The problem can be boiled down to a determinant
predicate. In our previous work, we could develop a fast and robust algorithm for
this problem. In this report, we modify our previous work by using a robust com-
putation for $2D$ orientation problem. When the determinant is equal to zero, the
new method can judge whether a plane does not span from 3 points or a point is




(ORIENT$3D$ ) . 3
3 $A=(a_{x}, a_{y}, a_{z}),$ $B=(b_{x}, b_{y}, b_{z}),$ $C=(c_{x}, c_{y}, c_{z})$ $H$ ,
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$\perp$ : Tlie probleirt $(.)E.I1_{-}^{(}\backslash 1^{\vee}\backslash J^{\urcorner}\cdot\D$ .
$D=$ $(d_{x},$ $d_{y}$ , dz $)$ . $\searrow$ (
, Fig. 1),
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.
$a_{z}$ $a_{x}$ 1
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$Q3$ A,B, $C$ (3 ).
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“ (Error-free Tlansformation)” [3]
. [3] , $a,$ $b\in \mathbb{F}$ $a+b=x+y(x, y\in \mathbb{F})$
. ,
MATLAB .
Algorithm 1 $a,$ $b\in \mathbb{F}$ $a+b=x+y(x, y\in \mathbb{F}, |y|\leq u|x|)$
.




$[$ 1 $]$ , $a,$ $b\in \mathbb{F}$ $a\cdot b=x+y(x,$ $y\in \mathbb{F})$
.
Algorithin 2 (Dekker [11) $a,$ $b\in \mathbb{F}$ $a\cdot b=x+y(x, y\in \mathbb{F}, |y|\leq u|x|)$
.
function $[x, y]=$ TwoProduct $(a, b)$
$x=fl(a\cdot b)$
$[a_{1}, a_{2}]=$ Split $(a)$
$[b_{1},$ $b_{2}]=$ Split $(b)$
$y=fl(a2^{\cdot}b_{2}-(((x-a_{1}\cdot b_{1})-a2^{\cdot}b_{1})-a_{1}\cdot b_{2}))$




$x_{t_{l}^{\iota_{H^{(1R}}}}..\cdot$ktlmx $\sim i$ (Dekker [2.]) $a\in \mathbb{F}$ 2 $a_{h},$ $a_{t}\in \mathbb{F}$
.
function $[a_{h},$ $a_{t}|=$ Split $(a)$




$[x, y]=$ TwoSum$(a, b)$ $\Rightarrow$ err$(a+b)=y$
$[x,$ $y]=$ TwoProduct $(a,$ $b)$ $\Rightarrow$ err $(a\cdot b)=y$
. (5) .
$[\rho 1,p2]$ $=$ TwoProduct $(a_{x},$ $b_{y})$ ,
$[’\rho 3,$ $p4]$ $=$ TwoProduct $(a_{y},$ $c_{x})$ ,
$[p5,p6]$ $=$ TwoProduct $(b_{x},$ $c_{y})$ ,
$[\rho 7$ , $p8]$ $=$ TwoProduct $(a_{x},$ $-c_{y})$ ,
$[\rho 9,p10]$ $=$ TwoProduct $(a_{y},$ $-b_{x})$ ,
$[P11,$ $p12]$ $=$ TwoProduct $(b_{y},$ $-c_{x})$ .





, AccSum . $P\in \mathbb{F}^{n}$ $\sigma=$
$2^{\lceil 1\circ g_{2}(n+2)\rceil+\lceil lnax|p|\rceil}og_{2^{1}}ii$ , $P$ AccSum
2.
Algorithm 4 (Rump-Ogita-Oishi [4]) $p\in \mathbb{F}^{n}$ $\tau+\sum_{i=1}^{n}p_{i}’=\sum_{i=1}^{n}pi$
.
function $[\rho’,$ $\tau|=$ ExtractSum$(p,$ $\sigma)$
$q=fl((\sigma+p)-\sigma)$ ; % $q_{i}=fl((\sigma+p_{i})$ $\sigma)$
$\tau=sum(q)$ ; % $\tau=fl(\sum_{i=1}^{n}qi)=\sum_{i=1}^{n}qi$
$p’=fl(p-q)$ ; % $p_{i}’=fl(pi-q_{i})=p_{i}-qi$
$-\backslash$




, ExtractSum . [4] , fait$I_{1}fu1$
4 $\sigma$ 3. ,
faithful
.
[5] , K-fold faithful
$\sum p=\tau_{1}+\tau_{2}+\cdots+\tau_{k}$
. $\tau_{1}$ $\sum p$ faithful , $\tau_{2}$ $\sum p-\tau_{1}$





. 3 12 ,
$n_{q},$ $n_{r},$ $n_{s}$ 4.
$a_{z}$ $a_{x}$ 1






$b_{y}$ $b_{z}$ 1 $= \sum_{i=1}^{n_{q}}q_{i}$ , by $= \sum_{i=1}^{n_{S}}$ si (7)
$c_{y}$ $c_{z}$ 1
$q,$ $r,$ $s$ , K-fold faithful $(K$ $n_{q},$ $ri_{r},$ $n_{s}$
) , [5] .
12 K-fold faithful $n_{q},$ $n_{r},$ $n_{s}$ 12 . (3)
3 faithful $q1,$ $r1$ , si $0$ , 3 $A,$ $B,$ $C$
, 5. 3
. , (3)
$[gh]=$ TwoSum$(b_{x}, -d_{x}),$ $[g2,$ $h_{2}]=$ TwoSum$(b_{y}, -d_{y}),$ $[g3,$ $h_{3}]=$ TwoSum$(b_{z}, -d_{z})$
. ,
$(g1+h_{1}) \sum_{i=1}^{n_{q}}qi+(g2+h_{2})\sum_{i=1}^{n_{r}}r_{i}+(g3+h_{3})\sum_{i=1}^{n_{s}}s_{i}$ (8)
. $(g1+h_{1}) \sum_{i=1}^{n_{q}}q_{i}$ ,
$giq1+giq2+\ldots g1q_{n_{q}}+h_{1q1}+h_{1q2}+\cdots+h_{1q_{n_{q}}}$
$;t$
$|.\}_{1}r_{\iota\iota 1}$ . riefffest. .
$1_{1}$ il $\uparrow^{r_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}}1$ .









$w_{1}=fl(g1^{\cdot}q1),$ $w_{2}=fl(g\cdot r),$ $w_{3}=fl(g\cdot s)$
. Algorithm 4 $\sigma$ ,
. (8) , (8)
$(g1+h_{1}) \sum_{i=1}^{n_{q}}qi$ 12 2 . ,
24 TwoProduct 48 . (8)
3 $w$ 144 . 3 $w$
$\sigma$
$\sigma_{1}=2^{\lceil\log_{2}144\rceil+\lceil\log_{2}\max_{i}|w_{i}|\rceil}$
. TwoSum TwoProduct , faithful ,
$2u|g1qk|$ $\geq$ $g1qk+1$ $(1())$
$u|g1qk|$ $\geq$ $|h_{1qk}|$ (11)
$u|g1qk|$ $\geq$ err $(g1qk)$ (12)
. $a,$ $b\in \mathbb{F}$ ,
$\frac{1}{2}u|a|\geq|b|\Rightarrow fl(a+b)=a$ (13)
. $fl(g1q1)$ $v$ , (9) (10), (11), (12)
$,$





$fl(v+\sigma_{1})=\sigma_{1}$ $\Rightarrow$ $fl((v+\sigma_{1})-\sigma_{1})=0$ (14)
, $fl(g1q1)$ , $r$
$s$ . , ExtractSum
3 . 2 , $\phi$ $\sigma_{1}$ 45
,
err $(g1^{\cdot}q1)$ , $fl(e_{1}\cdot q1)$ , $fl(g_{1}\cdot q2)$
7
err $(g2^{\cdot}r_{1})$ , $fl(e_{2}, r_{1})$ , $fl(g2^{\cdot}r_{2})$
err $(g\cdot s)$ , $fl(e_{3}\cdot s_{1})$ , $fl(g\cdot s)$
. $i$
$g\cdot r(j+k=i+1),$ $err(g\cdot r)(j+k=i)$
$w$ , ExtractSum .
$qr,$ $s_{2}$ , 2 $q_{3},$ $r_{3},$ $s_{3}$
. K-fold faithful ,










, 3 K-fold faithful ,




, CPU Xion2.8 GHz, OS Linux .
.
$\mathfrak{g}\Lambda/I_{1}$ :Shewchuk orient$3d$ -fast [6]
$\bullet$ $M_{2}$ : Shewchuk orient$3d$ slow $[6|$
$\bullet$ $M_{3}$ :Demmel-Hida $[2|$
$\Phi A^{r}I_{4}$ : $[7|$
$\epsilon M_{5}$ :
8
$\dot{\mathcal{L}}\backslash ^{i}\{=|$ : $C^{\tau_{f\grave{J}1}}\iota$ ipck $\iota$ . i,son of $((..J11|I)\iota\iota|.il1\underline{\}}_{\neg}^{1}$ tix $i)(\}^{Q_{\lrcorner}}f(J1^{\cdot}\backslash ^{-}j\{\iota i(J11h^{1}$ pt oblemt:; wit $\}_{1}(_{I}^{\backslash }(...C^{t}$ .
$l-\wedge^{-}<\cdot 2$ : CI $J11i\})_{\zeta}’11’ i\backslash ^{2}()n$ of coinputing tiines for various problems witli $1C^{1}C^{l}i$ .
, $v$ , $v$
cond $(v)= \frac{\sum|v|}{|\sum v|}$
.
1, 2 $10^{31},10^{33},10^{41}$ , 100000
( ) . 1 GCC , 2 Intel C$++$
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